
 

Danube Sounds description and process step by step 
 

Project basis and mission statement 
Danube Sounds is a Central European project which initiates and promotes the collaboration             
of musicians, producers and composers from different nations. The program provides the            
opportunity for artists who already have professional experience to work together and create             
new music artistically supervised by internationally renowned music professionals. Danube          
Sounds involves regional mentors delegated by partner institutes and two world class            
producers; Steve Dub and Mo Hausler as headmentors. Selected groups will be provided not              
only recording sessions with an A class producer but a masterclass about concept             
development, rights management and publishing processes.  
 

Application 
1) Applicants form international groups, each team consists of three to six members, 

where at least half the members must come from different nations - meaning at least 
three nations need to be involved in one project. 

2) Participants can reach out in their already established network to find other members 
for their collaboration or they can use the official Facebook page, where they can 
share ideas, promote themselves or find the perfect member for their team. 

3) Mentors and coordinators will help finding new members and solving technical or 
artistic challenges. 

4) The artists collaborate online on their single(s) exploring digital platforms for 
songwriting, composing and track development. 

5) Each member needs to fill out the registration form, but uploading their demo(s) is 
considered as application. 

6) Deadline: 30th of April 
 

Evaluation: 30 April - 05 May 
7) Applications and uploaded tracks will not be made public at this phase. All materials 

will be handed in on an online platform only accessible for the project team, mentors 
and curators. 

8) Two shortlists (one for each producer) will be curated by the regional mentors based 
on the artistic qualities of the tracks and the potential of the groups.  

9) Two final tracks will be selected by both producers, Steve Dub and Mo Hausler. 
These artists get the chance to participate in the masterclass and recording on A38 
Ship, Budapest in May. 

 

Preparation, online workshops: 05 May - 21 May 
10) Mentors and headmentors (producers) participate in pre-production processes, they 

help the creators of the selected tracks to prepare for the recording session.  
11) Each group (whose track has been selected) attends two online workshops: first with 

delegated mentors. It consists mainly of a Q&A session about the recording process 
and prepares them for the next workshop with the headmentor (producer). The 
second meeting is a session with their headmentor. They discuss the demo. 

12)  
 

 



 
Recording and masterclass 26-27 May 

13) Each group spends two days on A38 Ship, one of them is fully dedicated to the 
recordings, the other will be spent with seminars and workshops about productions, 
artwork, publishing, promotion, legal background and finances. 

 
Post production 27 May - 23 June 

14) Producers take home the materials and work on the final versions after the recording. 
 
Publishing and promotion: 23 June 

15) The final tracks will be published on a conceptual EP named Danube Sounds. 
 
Characteristics and criteria 
Groups with the exact same members may hand in maximum three tracks, however 
applicants can join multiple groups. All materials handed in need to be original. Danube 
Sounds is not genre based, however the music professionals involved have a background in 
contemporary pop-rock culture.  
 
The program focuses on Central European artists, first but not exclusively from countries 
linked by the river Danube (A, HU, SK, RO). Applicants must speak English fluently. The call 
is for musicians, producers and composers, who already have professional experience and a 
range of published materials. Each member needs to have a specific role and well 
recognizable feature. 
All members need to meet at least two out of the following criteria (2018. 01. 01. or after):  

- officially published, registered track, where applicant is registered as author or 
co-author (min. 20%)  

- officially published, registered track, where applicant is collaborator or featured  
- video of live music performance on an official gig (club or festival), where applicant is 

clearly visible  
 
Output 
The physical manifestation of Danube Sounds is a conceptual EP with 4 different tracks              
composed and performed by various artists of the region. The central team and the partners               
will promote this recording. Cross-border collaboration opens the platform for individuals and            
new formations to reach the next level, given the chance to get a better understanding of                
their opportunities in the region, learn from each other and develop together. 
 

 


